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What You Can Use
To use your tools e� ectively, 
you will need a good setup. I 
am going to assume you have 
a well-lit place to work, like a 
heavy table or bench, or that 
you own a portable bench pin 
with a steel block to work on, 
because without a bench pin 
it will be very di�  cult to saw 
without breaking lots of blades, 
and you can’t really hammer 
on metal successfully without a 
steel block. 

You could argue that some of 
these are also tools or equip-
ment, but to me, they are studio 
fi xtures.  In any case, for the 
challenge, you can and should 
use your workbench or table, 
bench pin, and steel block —
plus the following items, which 
I’m calling the fi ve essentials.
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5Tool Challenge

Saw, hammer, fi les, fl ex shaft, and torch: 
make almost anything with these fi ve essentials

THE 5 ESSENTIALS
1. Saw frame and blades 

2. A hammer: chasing, ball peen, or goldsmith’s

3. Set of hand fi les

4.  Flex shaft, handpiece, and basic tips for drilling, 
sanding, and polishing

5.  Single gas and ambient air torch: acetylene, 
MAPP, or propane

A lot of jewelry makers come to the craft because of an 
insatiable need to make things with their hands. In that need, 
everyone faces the challenge of mastering the use of many 
tools. For sure —  torches, chemicals, and sharp objects can 
be pretty intimidating. And it’s hard to master the sometimes 
overwhelming enthusiasm for your new craft by buying every 
tool in sight. But you don’t need an entire giant modern 
studio with all the bells and whistles. You can challenge 
yourself and make great jewelry easily using only the five 
essential tools or pieces of equipment.

TOOL1
SAW 
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COOL TOOLS & HIP TIPS

TOOL4
FLEX SHAFT

TOOL5
TORCH

TOOL2
HAMMER

TOOL3
FILES
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coming next time Enamel Tools»
HAVE A TOOL, MODIFICATION, 
OR BENCH TRICK TO SHARE?

? Email us at HDriggs@Interweave.com, subject line 
“Cool Tools.” Please include your complete contact 
information with all submissions.

Take the 
Challenge!
Use a 3 x 3 inch sheet of 
20 gauge brass or jeweler’s 
bronze to create a saw pierced 
pendant that is on one plane 
(fl at, not domed or formed 
in any way) and has surface 
texture that transitions from 
highly textured to highly pol-
ished. Do not solder!

The real challenge of this 
challenge? How do you drill 
really clean openings without 
a center punch: make sure 
you tell us how you did it 
when you send in your photo.

To enter, email us a digital 
photo (300-600DPI jpeg 
fi le) of your challenge piece 
with your name, city and 
state and a description of a 
few sentences of how you 
approached the challenge 
and why you think you met 
it. Please use 5 TOOL CHAL-
LENGE ONE in the subject 
fi eld of your entry, and send to 
HDriggs@Interweave.com.

Deadline for this challenge: 
May 1, 2013.

You would be amazed by what 
you can do with a piece of metal, 
your creativity, and just 
these fi ve tools. 

Add them to your studio in the 
order listed and save the torch 
for last, because some of you 
may not ever want one, and 
that’s OK. I would recommend 
purchasing high-quality tools for 
these basics, because you will 
use them every single time you 
sit at your bench.

A Challenge for 
All Levels
Now, the fun part. This challenge 
is for all levels of maker. I encour-
age you to experiment, practice, 
and really think about design. You 
will need to be clever and inven-
tive, and for each challenge you 
will need to fi nd work-arounds to 
common problems. 

And we want to see and share 
what you do: so take pictures, 
and send them in (see “Take the 
Challenge!” at right)! Don’t worry, 
I will be doing the challenge right 
beside you, so there is no reason 
to be shy. 

For beginners, mastering the use 
of the fi ve tools will be the primary 
reason to take the challenge. You 
will practice sawing, soldering, and 
fi nishing, and learn a lot about the 
metal as you do so. Work hard to 
learn and practice and the rest will 
come with time as you educate 
both your hands and your eyes.

For intermediate makers, refi n-
ing your ideas and disciplining 

yourself to follow the challenge 
parameters will probably vex you 
the most. At this level, you are still 
learning, but the fi re to do more 
with more tends to push you to 
buy more tools, metal, and lots of 
fun and inspiring stu� . 

This approach often backfi res, 
though, because the lack of 
boundaries combined with so 
many cool gizmos can become 
paralyzing. Don’t go there! Follow 
the rules and stick with the chal-
lenge. Remember, even prima 
ballerinas practice fundamentals 
at the barre every day.

And for the advanced crowd, 
even if you have tons of tools 
and a big shop, try the challenge 
anyway. I fi nd that every now and 
then it is a good idea to go back 
to my beginnings in a full circle. I 
like to see what I can do with the 
basic beginner tools now that I 
have experience with the materi-
als under my belt. 

Think of this as an exercise for 
your brain, not the tools. To those 
of you with fully equipped shops, 
the challenge will lie in not reach-
ing for a fancy gizmo to do some-
thing — because even though you 
know there is a better way, you 
can’t use it! Ready? Set, GO!

HELEN DRIGGS is a Senior Editor for Lapidary 
Journal Jewelry Artist and an experienced 
metalsmith/teacher. A BFA graduate of 
Moore College of Art, she is a member of PSG 
and CoMA and a certi� ed PMC instructor. 
Her blog www.materialsmithing.wordpress.
com, upcoming book: The Jewelry Maker’s 
Field Guide: Tools and Essential Techniques, 
and Twitter feed: @fabricationista keep her 
dance card very full.

I encourage you to experiment, practice, and really think about 
design. You will need to be clever and inventive . . .
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